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As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he

accidentally gained the power to stretch like rubber...at the cost of never being able to swim again!

Years, later, Luffy sets off in search of the "One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in the

world... The battle between Luffy and Doflamingo enters the final round. Luffy remains confident, but

he&#39;ll need the aid of the people of Dressrosa if he is to have any hope of toppling this terrible

tyrant. Can peace finally arrive for the long-suffering citizens of this island?!
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One Piece volume 79 by Eiichiro Oda. Published by viz media in the shonen jump categorie. Visit

my youtube channel : /c/KongFuziReviewsNew World Part 19As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed

of becoming King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally gained the power to

stretch like rubber...at the cost of never being able to swin again! Years later, Luffy sets off in search

of the "One Piece," said to be the greatest treasure in the world...LUCY!! The battle between Luffy

and Doflamingo enters the final round. Luffy remains confident, but he'll need aid of the people of

Dressrosa if he is to have any hope of toppling this terrible tyrant. Can peace finally arrive for the

long-suffering citizens of this island?!



Initially, the Doflamingo fight was more than just a little underwhelming to me, but as time does what

it does and go by, I've returned to this arc from the stellar one that's going on now and my verdict:

not a bad arc at all. Certainly not the best, but definitely not the worst. It did what it was supposed to

do, show us the new strengths of the Straw Hats that Fishman Island TRIED to do and Punk Hazard

simply, blatantly did not, and showed us where our plucky little crew stands in the world.I kept

wishing and hoping and praying they would make Doffy an end game antagonist, and somewhere

deep down, I still think he will be, but now we know, or at least, have some understanding of the

hierarchy of power here.I suggest you subscribe to Mangastream keep yourself up to date with One

Piece because rereading this, we are SO far away from the late 700 chapters and SO much has

happened. Also, I'd say subscribe to Sawyer7mage for quality reviews on the ongoing

manga.Thanks, guys!

One Piece is really amazing,i wanted,so i ordered it,but the cover and some papers were

damaged.I'm very disappointed.
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